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Alder Wainwright (1962)



2D melting transition

Generic 2D systems cannot crystallize (Peierls, Landau 1930s)

but they can turn solid (Alder & Wainwright, 1962).

Nature of transition disputed for decades.



Kosterlitz-Thouless (1973), the motivations



Possible phases in two dimensions

Phase positional order orientational order

solid algebraic long-range

hexatic short-range algebraic

liquid short-range short-range



Correlation time in larger simulations

τ exists, but it is large (τ � 25 600 000 000).



Reversible Metropolis algorithm, 1d (detailed balance)

Local Metropolis: xi → xi + ran[−1, 1] (reject if overlap)

Detailed balance:

πap(a→ b) = πbp(b → a)
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Detailed balance and global balance

πap(a→ b) = πbp(b → a) detailed balance

Fa ≡
∑
b

πbp(b → a) = πa global balance



Reversible Metropolis algorithm

Reversible Metropolis: xi → xi + ran[−1, 1] (reject if overlap)

Global balance:

F rev
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1

2N
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Sequential Metropolis algorithm

Sequential Metropolis: Update 0, then 1, then 2, . . .

Global balance:
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Forward Metropolis algorithm

Forward Metropolis: xi → xi + ran[0, 1] (reject if overlap)

F forw
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NB: Forward sequential Metropolis is wrong.



Lifted Forward Metropolis algorithm (in�nite chain)

Move i forward until it is rejected by i + 1.

Then move i + 1 forward until it is rejected, etc.

F lift
(a,i) = A+

i +R+
i−1 = 1.

NB: 1 time step: 1 particle move OR 1 lifting move



Lifted Forward Metropolis algorithm (with restarts)

uniformly sample starting sphere i

sample chain length M ∝ N

Then perform the lifted forward Metropolis algorithm



In�nitesimal Lifted Forward Metropolis algorithm ≡
event-chain algorithm

In the lifted forward Metropolis, take ε→ 0, M →∞,

` = εM ∼ Nconst



Synopsis (Irreversible Markov chains in 1d)

Algorithm mixing discrete analogue

Rev. Metropolis N3 logN Symmetric SEP

Forward Metropolis, Lifted (∞) N5/2 TASEP

Event-chain, Lifted (restarts) N2 logN lifted TASEP

For Symmetric SEP mixing cf Lacoin (2014).

For TASEP mixing cf Baik & Liu (2016).

All others cf Kapfer & Krauth (2017).

NB: All algorithms converge towards equilibrium.
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Faster algorithm: Event-chain algorithm again

Bernard, Krauth, Wilson (2009).

In�nitesimal moves: No multiple overlaps, consensus.

Global balance, lifting (Diaconis, Holmes, & Neal (2000))

1d : ∼ TASEP (`lifted' TASEP) Kapfer, Krauth (2017).

Michel, Kapfer, Krauth (2014) (smooth potentials).



Hard-disk con�guration

10242 hard disks

Bernard, Krauth (PRL 2011)



Equilibrium equation of state

First-order transition (Bernard & Krauth, PRL (2011)).

Many con�rmations.



Phase coexistence in hard disks

10242 systems.

Densities η = 0.700 (a), η = 0.704 (b), η = 0.708 (c).

Phase coexistence =⇒ Coarsening =⇒ Slow dynamics.

cf. Engel et al (2013).



Possible phases (again)

Phase positional order orientational order

solid algebraic long-range

hexatic short-range algebraic

liquid short-range short-range



Spatial correlations at η = 0.718 and 0.720

Two-dimensional pair correlations, sample-averaged.

At η = 0.718; hexatic: First-order liquid-hexatic transition.

At η ∼ 0.720: KT-type hexatic-solid transition.

Bernard & Krauth (PRL 2011).

Many con�rmations.



Soft disks

Soft disks: V ∝ (σ/r)n.

Kapfer & Krauth (PRL 2015).

Two melting scenarios depending on softness n of potential.



Discussion

IMHO: Elasticity theory does describe 2D melting...

See: Krauth (2017, soon)



Conclusion 1/6

cf Bernard, Krauth, Wilson (2009).

NB: Equilibrium but not `dead' (dixit Ron Elber)



Conclusion 2/6

cf Bernard & Krauth (2011).



Conclusion 3/6

Metropolis algorithm

pMet(a→ b) = min

1,∏
i<j

exp (−β∆Vi ,j)


Factorized Metropolis algorithm (Michel, Kapfer, Krauth 2014)

pFact.(a→ b) =
∏
i<j

min [1, exp (−β∆Vi ,j)] .

X Fact.(a→ b) = X1,2 ∧ X1,3 ∧ · · · ∧ XN−1,N



Conclusion 4/6

Soft disks: V ∝ (σ/r)n.

cf Kapfer & Krauth (2015).



Conclusion 5/6

Algorithm mixing discrete analogue

Heatbath, Metropolis N3 logN Symmetric SEP

Forward Metropolis, Lifted (∞) N5/2 TASEP

Event-chain, Lifted (term) N2 logN lifted TASEP

cf Kapfer & Krauth (2017).



Conclusion 6/6 (XY model)

Irreversible MCMC great for spin waves and phonons.

Local algorithm, moves topological excitations step by step.

cf Lei, Krauth (2017).


